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INTRODUCTION
Rapidly changing patterns of international cooperation and collaboration and
revolutionary technological and managerial changes are combining to influence and
transform the communication of technical information in the workplace. To contribute to
our understanding of workplace culture, organization, and communications at the national
and international levels, an exploratory study was conducted that investigated the technical
communications practices of aerospace engineers and scientists at three similar research
organizations in Russia and the United States (U.S.). Previous work includes exploratory
studies of the technical communications practices of aerospace engineers and scientists in
Israel [1], Japan [2][3], selected Western European countries [4], and the U.S. [5][6].
The data reported herein were collected through self-administered questionnaires
undertaken as a Phase 4 activity of the NASA/DoD Aerospace Knowledge Diffusion Research
Project. The Russian/U.S. study included the following objectives:
1. To solicit the opinions of aerospace engineers and scientists regarding the importance of
technical communications to their profession,
2. To determine the use and production of technical communications by aerospace engineers
and scientists,
3. To seek their views about the appropriate content of an undergraduate course in technical
communications,
4. To determine their use of libraries and technical information centers, and
5. To determine the use and importance of computer and information technology to them.
BACKGROUND
Aerospace engineering exhibits particular characteristics which make it an excellent
platform for studying technical communications in the international workplace. The
aerospace industry is becoming more international in scope and increasingly collaborative
in nature, thus creating a multinational manufacturing environment. International industrial
alliances will result in a more rapid diffusion of technology in order to enhance innovation
and increase productivity. Aerospace producers will feel growing pressure to push forward
with new technological developments, to maximize the inclusion of those developments into
the research and development (R&D) process, and to maintain and improve the professional
competency of aerospace engineers and scientists. Meeting these objectives at a reasonable
cost depends on a variety of factors, but largely on the ability of aerospace engineers and
scientists to acquire, process, and communicate scientific and technical information (STI).
Access to STI can increase productivity and innovation and help aerospace engineers and
scientists maintain and improve their professional skills. These same studies demonstrate,
however, that little is known about how aerospace engineers and scientists find and use STI
or how aerospace knowledge is diffused. To learn more about this process, researchers at
the NASA Langley Research Center, the Indiana University Center for Survey Research,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and institutions in selected countries are studying aerospace
knowledge diffusion. These studies comprise the NASA/DoD Aerospace Knowledge Diffusion
Research Project. A project fact sheet appears in Appendix A.
Phase I of the project investigates the information-seeking behavior of U.S. aerospace
engineers and scientists and places particular emphasis on their use of federally funded
aerospace R&D and U.S. government technical reports. Phase 2 examines the industry-
government interface and emphasizes the role of information intermediaries in the aerospace
knowledge diffusion process. Phase 3 concerns the academic-government interface and
focuses on the relationships between and among the information intermediary, faculty, and
students. Phase 4 explores patterns of technical communications among non-U.S, aerospace
engineers and scientists in selected countries [7]. A list of NASA/DoD Aerospace Knowledge
Diffusion Research Project publications appears in Appendix B.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The research was conducted at comparable aeronautical research facilities, the Central
Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI), the NASA Ames Research Center, and the NASA
Langley Research Center, using self-administered (self-reported) mail surveys. The
instrument used to collect the data had been used previously in several Western European
countries and Japan and was adapted for use in Russia. Questionnaires were distributed
to 325 researchers at TsAGI, and 209 were received by the established cut off date for a
completion rate of 64 percent. Questionnaires were distributed to 558 researchers at the two
NASA installations, and 340 were received by the established cut off date for a completion
rate of 61 percent. The survey at TsAGI was conducted during April and May of 1992, and
the surveys at the NASA Centers were conducted during July and August of 1992. The
survey instruments used in Russia and the U.S appear in Appendixes C and D, respectively.
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
This report presents selected results from Russian and U.S. studies, with Russian
responses presented first followed by the U.S. responses. Demographic data, followed by
data dealing with the importance of technical communications, workplace use and
production of technical communications, appropriate course content for an undergraduate
course in technical communications, use of libraries and technical information centers, and
use of computer and information technology, are presented.
Demographic Information About the Survey Respondents
Survey respondents were asked to provide information regarding their professional
duties, years of professional work experience, educational preparation, current professional
duties, and gender. These demographic findings appear in table 1. A comparison of the
two groups reveals some differences and similarities. The two groups differ significantly
in education, current duties, and professional / technical society membership; they are si milar
in years of professional work experience, organizational affiliation, educational preparation,
and gender.
The following "composite" participant profiles were based on these data. The Russian
survey participant works as a researcher (77%), has a bachelor's degree (53%), was trained
as an engineer (79%) but currently works as a scientist (68%), and has an average of 20 years
professional work experience. The U.S. survey participant works as a researcher (82%), has
a graduate degree (73%), was trained as an engineer (80%), currently works as an engineer
(69%), has an average of 17 years of professional work experience, and belongs to a
professional/technical society (78%).
Importance of and Time Spent on Technical Communications
Approximately 89% of the Russian respondents and 91% of the U.S. respondents
indicated that the ability to communicate technical information effectively is important.
(Importance was measured on a 5-point scale with 1 = very unimportant and 5 = very
important; percentages = combined "4" and "5" responses.) Russian aerospace engineers and
scientists spent an average of 8.75 hours per week communicating technical information to
Table 1. DemographicFindings
ProfessionalDuties
Design/development
Administration/management
Research
Other
Organizational Affiliation
Government
ProfessionalWork Experience
1 - 5 years
6 - 10years
11 - 20 years
21 - 40 years
41 or more years
Russia U.S.
Mean 20 17
Median 17 14
Education
Bachelor'sdegreeor less
Graduate degree
Educational Preparation
Engineer
Scientist
Other
Current Duties
Engineer
Scientist
Other
Member of a Professional/
Technical Society
Gender
Female
Male
%
13
2
77
8
100
4
22
34
37
3
53
47
79
21
0
31
68
1
22
15
85
Russia
(n)
(27)
(5)
(160)
(17)
(209)
(9)
(46)
(71)
(77)
(6)
(110)
(99)
(164)
(45)
(0)
(65)
(142)
(2)
(46)
(32)
(177)
%
6
11
82
1
100
15
22
28
34
1
27
73
8O
17
3
69
27
4
U°S.
78
15
85
(n)
(21)
(37)
(279)
(3)
(340)
(52)
(74)
(95)
(115)
(4)
(91)
(249)
(273)
(58)
(9)
(234)
(92)
(14)
(265)
(50)
(290)
others; U.S.aerospaceengineers and scientists spent an average of 16.95 hours per week.
Russian aerospace engineers and scientists spent an average of 7.64 hours per week, and U.S.
aerospace engineers and scientists spent an average of 13.97 hours per week working with
communications received from others (table 2).
Table 2. Mean (Median) Number of Hours Spent Each Week by
Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Communicating Technical Information
Communicating
With Others
Working With Communications
Received From Others
Percent of Work Week Devoted
to Technical Communications*
Russia U.S.
8.75 (7.00)
hours/week
7.64 (6.00)
hours/week
41%
16.95 (15.0)
hours/week
13.97 (12.0)
hours/week
77%
* Based on a 40-hour work week
Considering both the time spent communicating information with others and working with
communications received from others, technical communications takes up approximately
41% of the Russian aerospace engineer's and scientist's 40-hour work week and 77% of the
U.S. aerospace engineer's and scientist's work week.
Approximately 30% of the Russian respondents and 70% of the U.S. respondents
indicated that the amount of time they spent communicating technical information had
increased over the past 5 years (table 3). Forty-one percent of the Russian respondents and
24% of the U.S. respondents indicated that the amount of time they spent communicating
technical information had stayed the same over the past 5 years. Twenty-nine percent of the
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Russian respondents and 6% of the U.S. respondents indicated that the amount of time they
spent communicating technical information had decreased over the past 5 years.
Table 3. Changes in the Past 5 Years in the Amount of
Time Spent Communicating Technical Information by
Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Increased
Stayed the Same
Decreased
Russia
% (n)
30 (63)
41 (85)
29 (61)
U.S.
% (n)
70 (239)
24 (80)
6 (6)
As they have advanced professionally, 38% of the Russian respondents have
increased the amount of time they spend communicating technical information. Likewise,
65% of the U.S. respondents indicated that, as they have advanced professionally, they have
increased the amount of time they spend communicating technical information (table 4).
Table 4. Changes in the Amount of Time Spent Communicating Technical
Information as a Part of Professional Advancement by
Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Increased
Stayed the Same
Decreased
Russia
% (n)
38 (80)
45 (94)
17 (35)
U.S.
%
65
26
9
(n)
(221)
(87)
(32)
The Production and Use of Technical Communications
The process of collaborative writing was examined as part of this study.
participants were asked whether they wrote alone or as part of a group (table 5).
Survey
Only 7%
of the Russian respondents and 15% of the U.S. respondents write alone. Although a higher
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Table 5. Collaborative Writing Practices of Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
I Write Alone
I Write With One Other Person
I Write With a Group of 2 to 5 Persons
I Write With a Group of More Than 5 Persons
,%
7
69
83
2O
Russia
(n)
(14)
(145)
(174)
(42)
U.S.
,%
15
72
61
14
(n)
(50)
(246)
(2o8)
(47)
* Percentages do not total 100
percentage of Russian than U.S. respondents writes with a group of 2 to 5 persons or with
a group of more than 5 persons, writing appears to be a collaborative process for both
groups.
Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists were asked to assess the influence
of group participation on writing productivity (table 6). Only 44% of the Russian respon-
Table 6. Influence of Group Participation on Writing Productivity
For Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
A Group Is More Productive Than Writing Alone
A Group Is About As Productive As Writing Alone
A Group Is Less Productive Than Writing Alone
I Only Write Alone
Russia
% (n)
44 (92)
41 (86)
8 (17)
7 (14)
%
33
32
2O
15
U.S.
(n)
(110)
(107)
(68)
(50)
dents and 33% of the U.S. respondents indicated that group writing is more productive than
writing alone. Forty-one percent of the Russian respondents and 32% of the U.S.
respondents found that group writing is about as productive as writing alone, and 8% of the
Russian respondents and 20% of the U.S. respondents found that writing in a group is less
productive than writing alone.
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Of those respondents who did not write alone, 50% of the Russian group and 47%
of the U.S. group worked with the same group when producing written technical communi-
cations (table 7). The average number of people in the Russian group was ,X = 3.39 and the
Table 7. Production of Written Technical Communications as a Function
of Number of Groups and Group Size For Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Worked With Same Group
Yes
Russia
% (n)
50 (105)
%
47
No
I Only Write Alone
Number of People in Group
Mean
Median
Number of Groups
Mean
Median
Number of People in Each Group
Mean
Median
43
7
3.39
3.00
2.82
2.00
3.38
3.00
(90) 38
(14) 15
(105) 3.21
(105) 3.00
(90) 2.82
(90) 3.00
(90) 3.03
(9O) 3.O0
U.S.
(n)
(161)
(129)
(50)
(161)
(161)
(129)
(129)
(129)
(129)
average number in the U.S. group was ,X = 3.21. Forty-three percent of the Russian
respondents worked in an average (mean) number of 2.82 groups, each group containing
an average of 3.38 people. Thirty-eight percent of the U.S. respondents worked in an
average (mean) number of 2.82 groups, each group containing an average of 3.03 people.
From a prepared list, both groups were asked to indicate the number of times they
had prepared, either alone or as a member of a group, specific technical information
products. As single authors, Russian respondents most frequently prepared drawings/spec-
ifications, memoranda, letters, abstracts, and computer program documentation (table 8).
Table 8. Mean (Median) Number of Technical Information Products
Produced in the Past 6 Months by Russian
Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Alone
Mean Median
Abstracts 6.13 (2.00)
Journal Articles 1.43 (1.00)
Conference/Meeting Papers 2.00 (1.00)
Trade/Promotional Literature 0.00 (0.00)
Drawings/Specifications 8.29 (5.00)
Audio/Visual Material 1.50 (1.50)
Letters 6.24 (5.00)
Memoranda 6.46 (3.00)
Technical Proposals 3.03 (2.00)
Technical Manuals 1.67 (1.00)
Computer Program Documentation 5.73 (2.00)
In-house Technical Reports 2.76 (2.00)
Technical Talks/Presentations 1.70 (1.00)
In a Group
Mean Median
1.82 (1.50)
1.48 (1.00)
1.53 (1.00)
3.00 (1.00)
12.40 (2.oo)
4.43 (1.00)
3.82 (2.00)
2.40 (2.50)
2.02 (2.00)
1.6o (1.oo)
2.83 (1.50)
2.71 (2.00)
1.54 (1.00)
Average
Number of
Persons Per
Group
Mean Median
2.61 (2.00)
2.ss (2.0o)
2.96 (2.00)
3.oo (3.oo)
3.10 (2.00)
2.71 (2.00)
2.86 (2.00)
2.2o (2.00)
3.81 (3.00)
2.67 (2.00)
2.50 (2.00)
3.65 (3.00)
2.52 (2.00)
Working as a group, Russian aerospace engineers and scientists most frequently prepared
drawings/specifications, audio/visual materials, letters, trade/promotional literature, and
computer program documentation. For these products, the mean number of persons per
group ranged from a high of X = 3.10 to a low of X = 2.00.
As single authors, U.S. respondents most frequently prepared memoranda, letters,
drawings/specifications, audio/visual materials, and technical talks/presentations (table 9).
As a group, U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists most frequently prepared letters,
audio/visual materials, memoranda, drawings/specifications, and technical talks/presen-
tations. For these products, the mean number of persons per group ranged from a high of
X = 3.50 to a low of ,X = 2.00.
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Table 9. Mean (Median) Number of Technical Information Products
Produced in the Past 6 Months by
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Abstracts
Journal Articles
Conference/Meeting Papers
Trade/Promotional Literature
I .
IDrawings / Speci fica tions
Audio/Visual Material
Letters
Memoranda
Technical Proposals
Technical Manuals
Computer Program Documentation
In-house Technical Reports
Technical Talks/Presentations
Alone
Mean Median
1.67 (1.00)
1.33 (1.00)
1.90 (1.00)
2.0o (1.00)
7.21 (3.00)
5.73 (4.00)
9.96 (6.00)
16.06 (9.00)
2.17 (2.00)
2.11 (1.00)
3.43 (2.00)
2.34 (2.00)
3.54 (2.00)
were
In a Group
Mean Median
1.81 (1.00)
1.75 (1.00)
1.54 (1.00)
1.00 (1.00)
3.83 (3.00)
5.82 (2.00)
5.95 (3.00)
5.14 (3.50)
2.64 (1.50)
2.11 (1.00)
2.20 (1.50)
1.80 (1.00)
3.07 (2.00)
Average
Number of
Persons Per
Group
Mean Median
2.67 (2.00)
2.74 (2.00)
2.79 (3.00)
2.50 (2.50)
3.02 (2.00)
2.95 (2.00)
2.32 (2.00)
2.55 (2.00)
2.61 (2.00)
3.11 (3.00)
2.35 (2.00)
2.87 (2.00)
3.46 (3.00)
Journal articles, abstracts, letters, memoranda, and computer program documentation
the technical information products most frequently used by Russian aerospace
engineers and scientists (table 10). On the average, they used 18 journal articles, 16
abstracts, 13 letters, 10 memoranda, and 9 computer program documentation products in a
6-month period. Audio/visual materials, technical proposals, trade/promotional literature,
technical talks/presentations, and technical manuals were the technical information products
least frequently used by Russian aerospace engineers and scientists during a 6-month period.
Memoranda, letters, journal articles, abstracts, and d rawings/specifications were the
technical information products most frequently used by U.S. aerospace engineers and
scientists. On the average, they used 25 memoranda, 17 letters, 16 journal articles, 16 ab-
stracts, and 15 drawings/specifications during a 6-month period. Technical proposals, in-
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Table 10. Mean (Median) Number of Technical Information Products
Used in the Past 6 Months by Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Abstracts
Journal Articles
Conference/Meeting Papers
Trade/Promotional Literature
Drawings/Specifications
Audio/Visual Material
Letters
Memoranda
Technical Proposals
Technical Manuals
Computer Program Documentation
In-house Technical Reports
Technical Talks/Presentations
Mean
16.48
18.33
6.71
4.97
6.63
2.66
13.11
10.12
4.41
5.26
9.61
8.61
5.08
Russia
Median
(6.00)
(7.50)
(3.00)
(2.00)
(5.00)
(2.00)
(8.00)
(5.50)
(3.00)
(3.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)
(3.o0)
Mean
16.45
16.54
12.00
11.77
15.48
14.59
17.28
25.44
5.89
7.65
14.57
6.93
10.25
U.S.
Median
(lO.OO)
(lO.OO)
(10.00)
(6.00)
(5.o0)
(5.00)
(9.00)
(10.00)
(2.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)
(6.00)
house technical reports, technical manuals, technical talks/presentations, and drawings/
specifications were the technical information products least frequently used by U.S.
aerospace engineers and scientists during a 6-month period.
The types of technical information most frequently produced by Russian aerospace
engineers and scientists included in-house technical data, computer programs, basic scientific
and technical information, experimental techniques, and patents and inventions (table 11).
The types of technical information least frequently produced by Russian aerospace engineers
and scientists included codes of standards and practices, technical specifications, and
product and performance characteristics. Basic scientific and technical information, in-house
technical data, experimental techniques, computer programs, and technical specifications
were the kinds of technical information most frequently produced by U.S. aerospace
engineers and scientists. Codes of standards and practices, patents and inventions, and
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product and performance characteristics were the kinds of technical information least
frequently produced by U.S. aerospace engineers and scientisLq.
Table 11. Types of Information Produced by Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
[n = 209; 340]
Basic Scientific and Technical Information
Experimental Techniques
Codes of Standards and Practices
Computer Programs
In-house Technical Data
Product and Performance Characteristics
Technical Specifications
Patents and Inventions
Russia
%
48
46
19
56
83
29
23
31
U.S°
%
92
65
9
61
86
32
45
25
The types of technical information most frequently used by Russian aerospace
engineers and scientists included basic scientific and technical information, in-house
technical data, computer programs, experimental techniques, and codes of standards and
practices (table 12). The types of technical information least frequently used by Russian
aerospace engineers and scientists included economic information, technical specifications,
and patents and inventions. Basic scientific and technical information, in-house technical
data, computer programs, experimental techniques, and technical specifications were the
types of technical information most frequently used by U.S. aerospace engineers and
scientists. Patents and inventions, economic information, and codes of standards and
practices were the types of technical information least frequently used by U.S. aerospace
engineers and scientists.
From a list of information sources, survey participants were asked to indicate which
ones they routinely used in problem solving (table 13). In addition to personal knowledge,
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Table 12. Types of Information Used by Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientist_
[n = 209; 3401
Basic Scientific and Technical Information
Experimental Techniques
Codes of Standards and Practices
Computer Programs
In-house Technical Data
Product and Performance Characteristics
Economic Information
Technical Specifications
Patents and Inventions
Russia
%
87
51
44
63
8O
43
27
33
38
U.S.
%
97
82
36
89
90
63
19
69
12
upon which they rely greatly, the U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists in this study
display information-seeking behavior patterns similar to those of U.S. engineers in general.
Table 13. Information Sources Used by Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientisk_ in Problem Solving
In = 209; 340]
Personal Store of Technical Information
Spoke With a Co-Worker or People
Inside My Organization
Spoke With Colleague Outside My
Organization
Used Literature Resources Found in
My Organization's Library
Spoke With a Librarian or Technical
Information Specialist
%
5]
90
36
85
59
Russia
(n) %
(106) 99
087) 98
(75) 93
(178) 91
(123) 80
U.S.
(n)
(373)
(371)
(318)
(310)
(214)
The information-seeking behavior of the Russian participants varied from that of their Amer-
ican counterparts. U.S. participants used their personal store of technical information, co-
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workers in the organization, colleagues outside the organization, literature resources found
in the organization's library, and a librarian or technical information specialist. Their
Russian counterparts spoke with co-workers in the organization, used literature resources
found in the organization's library, spoke with a librarian or technical information specialist,
used their personal stores of technical information, and spoke with a colleague outside the
organization.
Content for an Undergraduate Course in Technical Communications
Russian and U.S. survey participants were asked their opinions regarding an
undergraduate course in technical communications for aerospace majors. Approximately
25% of the Russian respondents and 71% of the U.S. respondents indicated that they had
taken a course(s) in technical communications/writing. Approximately 11% of the Russian
participants had taken a course(s) as undergraduates, approximately 7% had taken a
course(s) after graduation, and about 7% had taken a course(s) both as undergraduates and
after graduation. Approximately 20% of the U.S. respondents had taken a course(s) as
undergraduates, approximately 19% had taken a course(s) after graduation, and 32% had
taken a course(s) both as undergraduates and after graduation.
Of the 25% (52 respondents) of the Russian engineers and scientists who had taken
coursework in technical communications/writing, about 23% (49 respondents) of them
indicated that doing so had helped them to communicate technical information. Of the 70%
(241 respondents) of the U.S. engineers and scientists who had taken a course(s) in technical
communications/writing, about 67% (233 respondents) indicated that doing so had helped
them to communicate technical information.
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Russianand U.S. participants were asked their opinion regarding the desirability of
undergraduate aerospace majors taking a course in technical communications. Approxi-
mately 63% of the Russian respondents and 90% of the U.S. participants indicated that
aerospace majors should take such a course. Approximately 18% of the Russian partici-
pants and about 80% of the U.S. participants indicated that the course should be taken for
credit (table 14).
Table 14. Opinions Regarding an Undergraduate Course in
Technical Communications for Aerospace Majors
Russia
Taken for Credit
Not Taken for Credit
Don't Know
Should Not Have to Take a Course in
Technical Communications
% (n)
18 (37)
30 (63)
15 (31)
37 (78)
U.S.
% (n)
80 (269)
7 (23)
4 (15)
lO (33)
The Russian participants were asked if undergraduate aerospace engineering and
science majors should take a course in technical communications and, if so, how the course
should be offered? About 63% (131 respondents) of the Russian participants indicated
"yes," that students should take a course in technical communications. About 16% of the
Russian respondents indicated that the course should be taken as part of a "required" course,
about 24% thought the course should be taken as part of an "elective" course, about 18%
thought it should be taken as a "separate" course, about 5% did not have an opinion, and
37% of the Russian respondents indicated that undergraduate aerospace engineering and
science students should not have to take a course in technical communications/writing.
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Russian and U.S. respondents were asked to select from similar lists appropriate
principles for inclusion in an undergraduate technical communications course for aerospace
engineering and science students. Table 15 shows their responses.
Table 15. Recommended Principles for an Undergraduate
Technical Communications Course for Aerospace Majors
Principles
Organizing Information
Defining the Communication's Purpose
Developing Paragraphs
Assessing Reader's Needs
Choosing Words
Note Taking and Quoting
Editing and Revising
Russian*
% (n)
40 (84)
39 (82)
48 (101)
35 (74)
49 (102)
43 (90)
37 (77)
U°S,
% (n)
97 (329)
91 (310)
87 (296)
87 (295)
83 (283)
44 (149)
87 (295)
* About 37% (78) of the 209 Russian participants indicated that under-
graduate aerospace engineering and science majors should not have
to take a technical communications course.
The Russian respondents indicated that matters of correctness such as style and form
of publications, word choice, note-taking and quoting, were more important than process-
oriented concerns such as organizing information, defining purpose, and assessing readers'
needs, concerns which typically are stressed in U.S. undergraduate writing courses. The U.S.
respondents, on the other hand, selected the holistic concerns of organizing information,
defining the communication's purpose, and assessing readers' needs over those principles
that deal more specifically with matters of correctness, although both groups of respondents
did select developing paragraphs as one of the top five principles for inclusion.
It is interesting to speculate about why such differences occur. Are they attributable
to demographic, institutional, or cultural differences? For example, many Russian
respondents reported that they work as scientists despite having been trained as engineers,
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so a concern about accurate and correct reporting of information is compatible with the
communications needs of their professional community. The finding that 86% of the
Russians reported that publishing in the professional literature is important for professional
advancement is consistent with knowing forms and styles of publication. Perhaps
institutional or cultural differences between the two groups of respondents regarding the
dissemination of information as a resource for problem solving would account for the
selection of different principles which are being taught. Is it likely that Russian aerospace
students are already such skilled communicators, given the highly competitive nature of
higher education in their country, that they have already mastered the holistic concerns of
composing effective written communications? Is the teaching of writing a component of
Russian aerospace curricula and, if so, is writing more product-oriented than process-
oriented, unlike the teaching of writing in most U.S. colleges and universities where
considerable attention is devoted to the processes of inventing and composing?
Russian and U.S. respondents also chose from a list of specific topics those mechanics
to be included in an undergraduate technical communications course for aerospace students.
Their responses appear in table 16.
Although both groups of respondents indicated that references, abbreviations, and
symbols belong in the top-five list for inclusion, the Russian respondents again focused on
the accurate and correct presentation of scientific and technical data. They also placed
relations between different systems of measurement, acronyms, and numbers in the top-five
list, whereas the U.S. respondents selected punctuation, capitalization, and spelling for the
top-five list. Perhaps these differences are attributable to the same demographic, cultural,
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or institutional differences that influenced the selection of appropriate principles
inclusion in a technical communications course.
Table 16. Recommended Mechanics for an Undergraduate
Technical Communications Course for Aerospace Majors
for
Mechanics
References
Symbols
Punctuation
Spelling
Abbreviations
Numbers
Capitalization
Acronyms
Russian*
% (n)
47 (99)
38 (80)
22 (46)
23 (48)
44 (91)
27 (56)
24 (51)
27 (56)
U.S.
% (n)
80 (272)
64 (218)
74 (251)
55 (187)
55 (187)
48 (163)
54 (182)
52 (176)
* About 37% (78) of the 209 Russian participants
indicated that undergraduate aerospace engineering
and science majors should not have to take a
technical communications course.
Given a list of 13 items, the Russian and U.S. respondents were next asked to select
appropriate on-the-job communications to be included in an undergraduate technical
communications course for aerospace students. Their responses appear in table 17.
Both groups selected journal articles, technical reports, conference/meeting papers,
oral presentations, literature reviews, letters, memos, use of information sources, and
technical instructions for inclusion, although not in the same order of appearance. It is
interesting to note that more similarities than differences exist among their choices for the
types of written communications that students should learn to produce. These choices also
probably reflect information acquisition and use patterns among aerospace professionals.
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Table 17. Recommended On-the-Job Communications To Be
Taught in an Undergraduate Technical Communications
Course for Aerospace Majors
On-the-Job Communications
Oral Technical Presentations
Abstracts
Use of Information Sources
Conference/Meeting Papers
Technical Reports
Technical Instructions
Journal Articles
Letters
Technical Specifications
Literature Reviews
Memoranda
Technical Manuals
Newsletter/Paper Articles
Russian* U.S.
% (n) % (n)
50 (105) 92 (311)
53 (110) 85 (289)
46 (96) 72 (244)
50 (104) 67 (228)
51 (106) 81 (274)
40 (84) 62 (212)
57 (120) 64 (217)
47 (98) 61 (208)
36 (75) 45 (152)
48 (101) 50 (169)
34 (70) 60 (204)
34 (71) 43 (147)
39 (81) 15 (50)
* About 37% (78) of the 209 Russian participants indicated that
undergraduate aerospace engineering and science majors should not
have to take a technical communications course.
In an attempt to validate these findings, the top-10 on-the-job communications were
paired with the top-five (on the average) technical communication products "produced" and
"used" by Russian and U.S. respondents. (See table 18.)
The on-the-job communications recommended by Russian respondents do not appear
to closely reflect the types of communications they produce and use, nor do the responses
of the U.S. respondents appear to reflect the types of communications they produce and use.
Perhaps the differences are attributable to the institutional cultures of both groups of
respondents. It is interesting to note that although neither group places technical reports
in the top-five category of communications produced or used, both groups recommended
that report writing be taught. Technical reports, which can be expected to yield valuable
2O
information for researchers, are often coilaboratively written and are lengthy and time-
consuming to produce. Additionally, they are sometimes difficult to acquire for a variety
of reasons.
Table 18. Comparison of Russian and U.S. Responses
Concerning Technical Information Products
Produced, Used, and Recommended
Russian U.S.
Produced
Used
Drawing/Specifications
Memoranda
Letters
Abstracts
Computer Program Documentation
Journal Articles
Abstracts
Letters
Memoranda
Computer Program Documentation
Recommended
Produced
Memoranda
Letters
Drawings/Specifications
Audio/Visual Material
Technical Talks / Presentations
Used
Memoranda
Letters
Journal Articles
Abstracts
Drawings/Specifications
Recommended
Journal Articles
Abstracts
Technical Reports
Conference/Meeting Papers
Oral Presentations
Literature Reviews
Letters
Use of Information Sources
Technical Instructions
Newsletter/Paper Articles
Oral Presentations
Abstracts
Technical Reports
Use of Information Sources
Conference/Meeting Papers
Journal Articles
Technical Instructions
Letters
Memoranda
Literature Reviews
It would be interesting to ascertain if a relationship exists between the
recommendation by both groups of respondents to teach technical report writing and
information acquisition skills (use of information sources). Certainly information acquisition
skills need to be developed as an important part of effective communications in light of an
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expanding international knowledge base and the array of information technology that is
becoming available to many users.
Use of Libraries and Technical Information Centers
Almost all of the respondents indicated that their organization has a library or
technical information center. Unlike the U.S. respondents (9%), about 45% of the Russian
respondents indicated that the library or technical information center was located in the
building where they worked. About 53% of the Russian and 88% of the U.S. respondents
indicated that the library or technical information center was outside the building in which
they worked and that it was located nearby where they worked. For about 49% of the
Russians, the library or technical information center was located 1.4 kilometers or less from
where they worked. For about 81% of the U.S. respondents, the library or technical infor-
mation center was located 1.0 mile or less from where they worked.
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of times they had visited their
organization's library or technical information center in the past 6 months (table 19). Overall,
the Russian respondents used their organization's library or technical information center
more than their U.S. counterparts did. The average use rate for Russian aerospace engineers
and scientists was X = 12.5 during the past 6 months compared to X = 9.2 for the U.S.
aerospace engineers and scientists. The median 6-month use rates for the two groups were
10.0 and 4.0, respectively.
Respondents were also asked to rate the importance of their organization's library or
technical information center (table 20). Importance was measured on a 5-point scale with
1 = not at all important and 5 = very important. A majority of both groups indicated that
their organization's library or technical information center was important to performing their
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present professional duties. About 83% of the Russian aerospace engineers and scientists
indicated that their organization's library or technical information center was very important
to performing their present professional duties. About 68% of the U.S. aerospace engineers
and scientists indicated that their organization's library or technical information center was
very important to performing their present professional duties. About 2% of the Russian
respondents and about 13% of the U.S. respondents indicated that their organization's
library or technical information center was very unimportant to performing their present
professional duties.
Table 19. Use of the Organization's Library in Past 6 Months
by Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Visits
0 times
1- 5 times
6 - 10 times
11 - 25 times
26- 50 times
51 or more times
Does not have a library
Mean
Median
%
4
31
34
19
6
2
3
Russian
12.5
10.0
(n)
(9)
(65)
(71)
(40)
(13)
(5)
(6)
%
11
43
21
14
7
1
3
U.S.
9.2
4.0
(n)
(37)
(145)
(73)
(49)
(22)
(4)
(11)
Table 20. Importance of the Organization's Library
to Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
i Very Important
Neither Important nor Unimportant
Very Unimportant
Do not have a library
%
82.8
12.4
2.0
2.8
Russian
(n)
(173)
(26)
(4)
(6)
%
68.3
15.6
12.9
3.2
U.S.
(n)
(232)
(53)
(44)
(11)
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Use and Importance of Computer and Information Technology
Survey participants were asked if they use computer technology to prepare technical
information. About 83% of the Russian respondents use computer technology to prepare
technical information. Almost all (98%) of the U.S. respondents use computer technology
to prepare technical information. About 16% of the Russian respondents and about 73% of
the U.S. respondents "always" use computer technology to prepare technical information.
A majority of both groups (76% and 98%) indicated that computer technology had increased
their ability to communicate technical information. About 37% of the Russian respondents
and 80% of the U.S. respondents stated that computer technology had increased their ability
to communicate technical information "a lot".
From a prepared list, survey respondents were asked to indicate which computer
software they used to prepare written technical information (table 21). Word processing
software was used most frequently by both groups. With the exception of outliners and
Table 21. Use of Computer Software by Russian and
U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists to
Prepare Written Technical Communications
Software
Word Processing
Outliners and Prompters
Grammar and Style Checkers
Spelling Checkers
Thesaurus
Business Graphics
Scientific Graphics
Desktop Publishing
%
72
34
11
17
12
24
53
4
Russian
(n)
(15o)
(72)
(22)
(35)
(26)
(5o)
(11o)
(9)
%
96
14
3O
88
37
15
91
47
U.S.
(n)
(327)
(46)
(103)
(299)
(127)
(52)
(308)
(162)
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prompters and businessgraphics, the U.S.respondents made greater use of computer soft-
ware for preparing written technical communications than did their Russian counterparts.
Survey respondents were also given a list of information technologies. They were
asked, "How do you view your use of the following information technologies in communi-
cating technical information?" Their choices included "already use it"; don't use it, but may
in the future"; and "don't use it and doubt if I will".
Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists use a variety of information
technologies. The percentages of "I already use it" responses ranged from a high of 58%
(computer cassettes/cartridge tapes) to a low of 1% (laser disk/video disk/CD-ROM) for
Russian respondents. Similarly, the U.S. responses ranged from a high of 91% (FAX or
TELEX) to a low of 13% (audio tapes and cassettes).
Table 22. Use, Nonuse, and Potential Use of Information Technologies by
Russian and U.S. Aerospace Engineers and Scientists
Information Technologies
Audio Tapes and Cassettes
Motion Picture Film
Videotape
Desktop/Electronic Publishing
Computer Cassettes/Cartridge Tapes
i Electronic Mail
Electronic Bulletin Boards
FAX or TELEX
Electronic Data Bases
Video Conferencing
Teleconferencing
Micrographics and Microforms
Laser Disk/Video Disk/CD-ROM
Electronic Networks
Already Use It
Russia U.S.
% %
12 13
20 17
15 63
5 60
58 44
2 83
2 36
21 91
Don't Use It, Don't Use It
But May in and Doubt If
Future Will
Russia U.S. Russia U.S.
% % % %
22 30 34 57
19 29 28 55
37 31 19 7
41 32 14 8
20 32 3 24
48 15 11 2
43 48 10 17
37 8 9 1
40 6 4
54 33 10
40 32 7
42 9 34
68 17 14
19 12 5
25
2
2
54
1
3
56 46
37 31
53 28
23 12
19 44
76 51
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A list, in descending order, follows of the information technologies most frequently
used.
Russian U.S.
Computer Cassettes/
Cartridge Tapes 58%
Micrographics and
Microforms 54
Electronic Data Bases 25
FAX or TELEX 21
Motion Picture Film 20
FAX or TELEX 91%
Electronic Mail 83
Electronic Networks 76
Videotape 63
Desktop Publishing 60
A list, in descending order, follows of the information technologies "that are not currently
being used but may be used in the future."
Russian U.S.
Electronic Networks 51%
Computer Cassettes/
Cartridge Tapes 48
Electronic Data Bases 46
Laser Disk/Video Disk/
CD-ROM 44
Electronic Bulletin Boards 43
Laser Disk/Video Disk/
CD-ROM 68%
Video Conferencing 54
Electronic Bulletin Boards 48
Micrographics and
Microforms 42
Electronic Data Bases 40
DISCUSSION
Given the limited purposes of this exploratory study, the overall response rates, and
the research designs, no claims are made regarding the extent to which the attributes of the
respondents in the studies accurately reflect the attributes of the populations being studied.
A much more rigorous research design and methodology would be needed before any
claims could be made. Nevertheless, the findings of the studies do permit the formulation
of the following general statements regarding the technical communications practices of the
aerospace engineers and scientists who participated in the two studies:
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1. The ability to communicate technical information effectively is important to Russian and
U.S. aerospace scientists and engineers.
2. As the Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists in these studies have
advanced professionally, the amount of time they spend producing and working with
technical communications has increased for more than one-third (38%) of the Russian
respondents and more than two-thirds (68%) of the U.S. respondents.
3. The Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists in these studies write more
frequently in small groups than they write alone, although they do not necessarily find
collaborative writing more productive than individual writing. Both groups of respondents
frequently produce the same types of materials whether they write as members of a group
or as individuals.
4. The U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists in these studies make use of personal
knowledge and discussions with colleagues within and outside their organization for solving
technical problems. However, the Russian respondents appear to rely on co-workers or
people within the organization and literature resources found within the organization's
library.
5. Approximately 25% of the Russian and 71% of the U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists
in these studies had taken a course in technical communications; a majority of both groups
indicated that such a course had helped them communicate technical information.
6. Although the percentages vary for each item, there was considerable agreement among
the Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists in these studies regarding the on-
the-job communications to be included in an undergraduate technical communications
course for aerospace and science students and less agreement on the appropriate principles
and mechanics that should be included in such a course.
7. Although important to both Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists, libraries
and technical information centers were used more by the Russian respondents. More
Russian aerospace engineers and scientists had a library or technical information center
located in their building than did their U.S. counterparts.
8. More U.S. respondents used computer technology to prepare technical information than
did their Russian counterparts and a larger percentage of the U.S. than Russian respondents
indicated that computer technology had increased their ability to communicate technical
information.
9. U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists made greater use of computer software than did
their counterparts.
10. There were substantial differences between the two groups in terms of the information
technologies presently being used and those that might be used in the future.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Despite the limitations of this investigation, these findings contribute to our
knowledge and understanding of the technical communications practices among aerospace
engineers and scientists at the national and international levels. The findings reinforce some
of the conventional wisdom regarding the nature and importance of technical communi-
cations and the amount of time engineers and scientists devote to communicating technical
information. The findings hold implications for technical communicators, curriculum
developers, and R&D managers and raise questions in the following areas.
If technical communications consumes approximately 41% and 77% of a 40-hour week
for Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists, respectively, and plays a significant
role in professional advancement, to what extent do aerospace engineers and scientists
receive technical communications training as part of their academic preparation?
Approximately 63% of the Russian respondents and 90% of the U.S. respondents indicated
that undergraduate aerospace engineering and science majors should take a course in
technical communications. Are they required or encouraged to take such a course? Russian
and U.S. aerospace engineers and scientists suggested the inclusion of oral presentation skills
(50% and 92%), journal article writing (57% and 64%), using references (47% and 80%), and
developing paragraphs (48% and 87%) in an undergraduate course in technical
communications for aerospace engineering and science majors. Are these principles,
mechanics, and on-the-job communications included in the technical communications courses
available to under- graduate aerospace engineering and science majors? Much more work
must be done to increase our understanding of aerospace engineers' and scientists" technical
communications practices at the national and international levels.
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intermediary-faculty-student interface.
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general and about the information-seeking behavior of aerospace engineers and scientists in
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they play in knowledge diffusion. It is generally assumed that information intermediaries play
a significant role in the aerospace knowledge diffusion process. However, a strong method-
ological base for measuring or assessing their effectiveness is lacking.
The ability of aerospace engineers and scientists to identify, acquire, and utilize STI is
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APPENDIX C
RUSSIAN SURVEY INSTRUMENT
HAYHHO-TEXHHqECKAfl HIt_OPMAIIH,fl
IlO AOPOHABTHKE 14 HCCJIEZIOBAilHIO KOCMHHECEOFO FIPOCTPAHCTBA:
M E2dCZlYtlAPOZIHblE [1EPC[IEKTHBbl
klcc_e,aoBam4e L3 CCCP. t_Ia_4aJlbHmfi uTan
ld3yqeHne i>acilpoc'rp_tHeltHit ttayqttblX 3ttaHld_ H Hrtc_opMallI4H
no amtaun_ n KocMoHawr_Ke / NASA, OTan 4.
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URtL_IA,_,L , #.,:-
BLACK AND WHITE P_OTOGRAPI_
1, Hac_oab_¢o aa3.1-ceH B Bamefi pa5oTe O6MeH H&yqHo-TeXHHqeCl¢OI_ HH_bOpMa,_Hefl (aanp_Mep, ny6-
SlHKalIHH HJ-IH yCTHhle _l_cKycc_ ) ?
COBCeM ue Ba;*;eH 1 2 3 4 5 O_leHb namer
2 CKOabKO npHMepHo qaCOB n He31esHo 3& noc_le_lHHe 6 Mec_IleB Bta yaeaann O6MeHy HaytniO -
"rextIw_ecKofi VtaqbopMattvte_i ( HTH ) ?
.....q&COB B Hejlea_o Ha nO/LPOTOBHy nySaHKaL_fl.
.....q&COB B HeJleJIIOHa H&yqHble aHc_yccHH.
3. KaK Bm cqHTaeTe, H3MeHH.rlOCb ,/IH 38, nocaeaH_e 5 aeT BpeM_, 3a.Tpa.qHB&eMoe B&MH HS. O6MeH
HTH ? (O'rMeTUTe noaxoaam_fl oTBeT.)
I. Yoeam,maocb.
2. He H3MeHHJ'IOCB.
3. YMeHBILIHJIOCb.
4 CKoabKo npHMepHo qaCOB n He_ea_ 3a nocae_HHe 6 MecaueB Ba yaeanaH pa6oTe c HTH,
noayqeaHofi OT _PYFHX ?
..... HaCOB B He_eam Ha nTeHHe nySaHKaUHfi
..... gaCOB B ae_eam Ha HaynHme _nc_yccHH.
5. I"(aI< H3MeHH.rIOCb B CB.a3Vl C BarnuM npoqbeccHoHa.,'lhHhIM pOCTOM BpeM.q, _o'ropoe Bia y.aea_e're
pa6oTe c HTH, noayqa.eMofi OT _PYFHX ? (OTie'rr_Te noaxoz.am_fi o:rae_.)
1. YBeJIHMHa'IOCb.
2. OcTaaocb T&KHM me.
3. YMeHbIIIl, l.rIOCb.
6. Ka_ofi rlpotleHT Bam_x ny6a_atmfl COCTaB_IBIOT:
I. _ySa_Unn 6e3 CO&BTOpOB ..... % Eca_ I00%, _o nepeflaHTe _ Bonpocy 9.
2. Hy6aH_aRHH C O_HnM CO&BTOpOM .....
3. Hy6nH_&ann c 2-5 CO_BTOp&MH .....
4. HySa_&_ C 5oaee geM 5-_ CO&BTOp&MH ..... %
7. KaKa.q qbopM& paSoxbl (C CO&BTOpaMH HJIH 5e3) asaneTc_, no BameMy MHeHHIO, 5oaee oqbqbeg-
THBHOfl, T.e. npoHsso_amefl rleqaTHOfl npo_yKUHn 6oasme _t/HaH aytlmero g_qeCTB&? (O6Be_mTe
Kpy;'KKOM rIO,/IXO,/l*qIllHl_ OTBeT.)
I. C COaBTOpa, MH.
2. I'IpHMepHo O/IHHa, KOBO.
3. Bea COaBTOpOB.
8. OcTaBa.rlc_ _IH rlOCTO/IHHhIM B TeqeHHe rlOCSle_lHHX meCTH Mec_ReB COCT&B rpynnm Bam_x CO_B-
TOpOB? (OTMeTbTe noJlxoJl_lmHl_ OTBeT).
qHCBeHH_ COCT&B rpynn_ ..... qeaoBeK.
C K&KHM qHCflOM rpynn B_ coTpyann_aa_? ..... _OaHqeCTBO rpynn.
qncaeHH_fl COCTan _am_ofl rpynn_ np_6a_3_TeabHO ..... qeaoBe_.
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9 CKoab_¢o (npaSJmaHTeabao) paaai4qHlaX MaTeplaa_oB HTH aa nepeq_caem_lax nHnce Bu no_xro-
ToB_n_ 3a nocne2Itnte mecwb Mec.qReB. 7
1. AHnoTaann, pedpepaTbi
'2. (-_q'_Tbl,'l J1Jl_l H_yqHblX mypHaglOB
3. MaTepHaam KonqbepeHtmfi, CHMno3_yMOB
4. [1 poMhltlIJIeUHble I_aTaJIOPl4
5. qep're_<H, cnea_qbvtKattvi_
6. Ay2Bdo/nla31eo MaTepHaJlbl
7 I_ ldCbMet
8. floKzaaut_e 3an_cKH
9 Texn_qecK_e npe21aoa_en_
10, Texn_qecu_e pyKoBojlCTBa
11. 21OKyMeHTaR_n K _oMn_mTepnmM nporpaMMaM
12. BnyTpenHl, le Texnw-iecvme OTq_T_
13. )'lov;aa,ahi H coo6tRenmt Ha. ceMVtHapax
14, 3anSKH Ha _3o6peTenH_
Be3
CO&BTOpOB
C qncao
COaB_OpaMn coa_opo_
.,°°.
10, CKOSlbKO (np_6_n4314TeabHO) pa3al4qHiaX M&Tepl4aaOl_ HTH _3 nepeqilc/lemthlx Hlfme B_a _C-
IIOZIb3OB-aJIH 3a nocxle_IHvte mecTb MecaReB?
LIHcao pa,3 3& nocae2m_e 6 MecaReB
1. AHHOTatllaI4, pedpepaTt_ .....
9_. CTaTbH 13 nayqnblX mypHaaax .....
3..\'laTep_aab_ c_e3alos, _on_epeHtml_, C_Mnoa_yMOS .....
4 IlpoMbnnaeHHme _aTaaOr_ .....
5. Utep're_t4, cnetmqb_aa_ .....
6. Aya_o/uaaeo MaTepaaabx ....
7. [[HCbMa
8. _IoKJla_Hble 3an_c_4
9. TexnHqecK_e npe_la_o_4eHgfl, ycalOBHfl ....
10. TexH_uec_e py_oso2tcmua ....
] 1. _Io_yMegTaLB4n g _:OMIIbloTepHhlM IlpOI'p&Mbl&M ....
12. BHyTpeHu_e TeXH_qecNge OTqeTta .....
13. Zio_aaam na uayqmax cei_uapax .....
I I. Ka_e Bvt_ HTH Bm _tcnoabayeTe _ Bamefl nacToamefl pa6oTe? (O6Be,_tTe _¢pyacI_OM COOTBeT-
CTByIOLRHi;I OTBeT)
1. HayqHo-wexn_ec_a_ HH_OpMaAII4B o6nlero xapawrepa
On_caHl4fl TeXHHK1A _i.<cnepl, tMeHTa.
CTAH_apTbl 14 HOpMaTHBHble ,B,Ol'<yMeHThl
Me'FO_,HKH H MeTO./IBI npoeHTHpOBaHHfl
l_oMnblOTepHble rlporpaMM_
BttyTpeHHHe TeXHHMecKHe OT'qeThl
TexnvtqecK_e _ pa6oqne xapaKmepHcT_4_H
8. TeXHkIKO-_KOHOMHqecI<a*t IAH_bopMaRH/!
9. fexHla'4ecl.<He yCJIOBHn la cnea_qb_aLt_
10. ila.TeHThI, H3ogpe'renl_n
/]a HeT
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
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12. KaKym HTH BhJ npoHaBO_HTe (Ha_ npe_nonaraeTe Co3_aBaTS) B Bamefl HaCToame_i pa6oTe?
(O6ae/_HTe i_py;_l_OM COOTBeTCTByIOLIIH_ OTBeT)
]la HeT
1. HayqHO-TeXHHqecKa..q HHqbOpMaI114.q o6mero xapaKwepa 1 2
2. TeXHHKa H MeTO_HKa. eKcrlep14MeHT& 1 2
3. CTaHJlapTbl H HOpMaTHBHhle JloI_yMeHThl I 2
4. MeTO21HHH H MeTOllbl HpoeHTHpOB&HHH I 2
5. Komnb_oTepnhle rlporpamMhl I 2
6. BHyTpeHH_e TeXHHqecKMe oTqeThI I 2
7. TexH_qecK_e _ pa6oqHe X_p&I_TepHcTHKH 1 2
8. TexH_qecK_e ycnoaHa H cneuHqbH_aLma 1 2
9. l]aTeHWbl, _3o6peTeH14Ja 1 2
13. b:or_a Bb_ nHmeTe H/1H no_IrOT&B/tHBaeTe I_ IIy62IH}C&IIHH
(O6Be_IHTe Igpy>KKOM COOTBeTCTByIOIIIH_ OTBeT)
Bcer_la O6hlqno Hnor_a H_Kor_a
I. CBOHX Konner 1 2 3 4
2. Texa_lqecK14x pe_aKTOpOB 14n14 peqbepeHToa 1 2 3 4
3. OqbopMHTeJIefl 1 2 3 4
HTH, nonbayeTeo, aH BhI rtoMombIo:
1 4. KaKofl H3 HpHBe_IeHHblX HH_Ke OTBeTOB H&H/1yqmHM o6p&3OM oTpa21g&eT Jle_lTeJIbHOCTb rio O_bOpM-
/1eHHIO Bam_x HayqHo-Hccne_loaaTe/1bCK14X paSoT (H3FOTOB.rleHHIO pHCyHKOB, rpaqbaxoa _ T.n.)?
(O6ae_114Te }¢pymsoM TOflbKO O_IHH OTBeT)
1. Bc6 oqbopMaeH_e a _leaam Ca.M OT py}ca.
2. Bc_ oqbopMaenHe a _leaam c noMombm ROMnb_oTep&.
3. _)Ty pa6oTy BbmOaHamT oqbopM_eaa.
4. HHor_ta O_bOpM/1eHHeM fl 3aHHMa, IOCb CaM, HHOF_I8. nepe_lam aTy pa6oTy O(_OpMHTe.rbq_M.
5. OqbopM14Te/1bCl_ylo pagoTy e_nonHaeT ce_peTap_.
6. OqbopMaeHHe BhlnOaH_eTCfl HHhIM CHOCO{)OM.
151 Id3yq_nH aH Bhz _or_a-_5o _ypce, B_amq_mm_e MeTojI_ HcrIOJIb3OBaJil¢_ HTH _ no_IroToB_y
HTId _ ny6n_aUH_? (O6Be_IHTe Igpy_I_OM no_Ixo_qmHi_ OTBeT.)
1. _a, ao BpeM_l yq_6ha a BY3e.
2. _la, nocae Oi_OHqaaHa BY3a.
3. Ha, _ _ BY3e, _ nocae ero o_oHqaH_a.
4. HeT. B czyqae TaKoro omega, nepefi_I14Te _ _onpocy 17.
16. Hac_onb_o noneaHr, rM140l_aa&_HCb np1406peTeHHhle 3H&H14a B pa6oTe c HTH?
I. CymecTaeHHO.
2. Mayo.
3. BecnoaeaHhlMH.
17. CqHTaeTe nH BbI rleo6xo_IHMblM rcypc no aonpocaM HTH npH no_roToeKe cneI114aJIHCTOB a 06,,la, cTH
aeuatmormo-uocMriqecKofi HayK14 14 Texn14K14 a BY3e ? (O6aez_tTe KpyncaCOM no_Ixo_m14fi oTneT.)
1.._a,.
2. HeT.
3. He 14MelO onpe,ae/1eHHoro MHeH14/I.
(Ecmi Bu Bhl6p&/1H OTBeT 2 14/114 3, nepefl,a_Te _ aonpocy 24).
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18. liaKofl, no BameMy MHeHH10, /I.o/IzaHa, 6blTb qbopMa, OT'4eTHOCTla np_ _3yueHvm eToro Kypca?
(O6Beala're no,axo_,.amvtfl OTBe2).
l. ]'lO/lh_eH 6bITb Kypc CO c,aaqefl 3&qeT&
2. /loan_eH 6blTb Kypc 6e3 C21&qM 3&qeT&
3. He vtMem onpe_eneH_oro Mlteltld/t.
19. Cq_TaeTe an Bbi, MTOKypc no BonpocaM HTH _oaa<eH 6_aZb: O6Be2mTe no/IxoanmHfl OTBeT)
1. qaCTbm o6_3aTenbnoro Kypca
2. qaCTbm Kypca no B_5opy
3. CaMoCTO/tTenbnhIM I<ypcoM
4. He HMelO onpe_leaeHHoro MHeHH_
Eca_ Bbl sm6paa_ OTBeT 1 ,2, Hall 4, nepeItaHTe K BOnpocy 21
20. ('q_TaeTe an Bbl, qTO OTaenLHhlfi Kypc nO oonpocaM HTH aonn_eH 6blTb (O6BemaTe noaxo/mm_fl
oq'B_'T)
1. O6_3a_enbHhIM KypcoM
2, I_ypcoM no BbI6opy
3. He HMelO onpe_leneHHOFO MHeHH_
21 Ka_ne n3 npldBe_aeHHblX nHme paa_lenoB cJIeAoBa_Io 6hl BK.rIIOqHTb B _ypc no Bonpoca, M HTH
[IDH fIOJlFOTOBKe CHel/H_JIHCTOB B O_JI_LCTH _BHa, IIHOHHO-IKOCMHqecKo_ Ha, yKIel H TeXHI4KH B BY3e ?
(O6Be_,HTe _pya_OM no_Ixo_lnm_fl OTBeT.)
I. OnpeAenemae uenefi HTH 1
2. OLteHKa HHqbOpMaIIHOHHhlX noTpe6HocTe_l Hccne,aOBaTeaa 1
3. OpPa.HH3al/H.,q CMCTeMhl HTH 1
4. Pa3paSoT_a, cTpyl'<Typh* nySa_ua_vm (BBeaeH_e, nepexoahl _a BhlBO,al_l) 1
_. CTHJIb H qbOpMa, H&yqHblX nySamc_tm_ 1
6. I1_T_posarme _ cciaarc_t 1
7. Pez, a_T_pooarme _ mteceH_e t_cnpanaeHvtfl 1
8. TepMvmOnOrVm ( la36er_Hvte MHOFOCnOBI4,'114 T.lt.) 1
9. Beaenvte .al4c_yccvtfi 1
10. 21pyvoe (_l_ay_wre)
HeT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22. t-[TO 143 lTpHBeAetlHOVO HH_e c.qe_loB&nO 6hi BKJIIOqHTb B Kypc no Bonpoc&M HTH, np_x no,m'o-
TOBi<eCnellHaJIMCTOBB 06naCTH aBMS.RMOHHOfl Hs,yKM M TeXHI4KM B BY3e ? (O6Be21rtTe*¢pynaCOM
t1o21xo/],.fll/I,M_ OTBeT.)
I. _CHO_B3OB&HHe COKp_eHM_
2. _CHOnb3OBaHHe &KpOHMMOB
3. _CHOflb3OB_HMe 3&Fn_BH_X 6y_B
4. _cnonb30BaHne qMcen
_. _CnOnb3OBaHMe 3HKKOB HyHHTyK_MM
6. _CHO_B3OBKHMe CChl_OK M cHp&BOMHMKOB
7. HpaBoHHC_HHe
8. _CHOnb3OBKHMe cHe_Ma_bH_X CMMBO_OB
9. _OOTHO_eHHR Me_dly pa3_HqHblMH CHCTeM_MH H3MepeHH_
l 0. Apyroe (yEa_Te)
]l_ He_
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
4O
23. KaKHM npoqbeccHoHanbHbIM H&BhIKaM, Ha npHBe_leHHhlX HM_ce, Heo6xoAMMO o6yq&Tb CTy_eHTOB BO
sl)eMfl Kypca no Bonpoc_M HTH IIpM no_IrOTOBKe cnetIM&JIMCTOn B 06JI&CTM aBH_II_OHHOfl HayKn
"rexn_ B BYBe? (OSBe_mTe Kpyn_KOM no_Ixo_lamHe OTBeThl.)
T[&
1 AHHoT_IpoBaH_le H peqbep_IpOBaHHe 1
2. BeAeHz4e /lenoBofl nepenHcr_ 1
3. Harl14Ca_HHe _lOKnallHblX 3anHcol< 1
4. HanHcaHHe TexHHqecKHx HHcTpyKtIH_ 1
5. Han_caH_e _i oqbopmneHHe CTaTefl Jl/I;i H&yqHhIX n_ypHaaOS 1
_, rlO_FOTOBKa E _loKnaAaM Ha KOHqbepeHuMax 1
7. YMeHHe n_ca'rb o63opm i
8. _MeHHe nHcaTb TeXHHqecKMe pyKoBoJICTBa 1
9. Han_caHMe 3aMeTOK ]3 I4HqbOpMa.ttMOHHhae 6ma.aeTenH ra peKnaMHMe npocnercTta 1
I0 YMeHI4e Ae_aTb yCTHble HayqHO-TeXHHqecKHe COO6IlleHH_I 1
1 1, 3/MeHMe pa6OTaTb c TeXHHMeCKHMM CI'IelJ, H_HK&I.I,I4J:IMM 1
12. 5/MeH_e n_caTb _ OqbOpMa_Tb HayqHo-TeXH_qec}c_e OWq_Th, 1
13 HcnonL3oBaHHe HCTOq_H_OB HTH 1
14. Apyroe (y_a_Te)
HeT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
24. 14cnonb3yeTe nH B_a KOMrlbmTep np_ coc_anne_ _ OqbOpMJIeHMM HTH ? (O6_eJmTe HO;IXOjUm/Hfl
OTBeT.)
I. Bcer_a.
2. KaK npa_ao.
3. HHorAa.
4. H_oraa. (IIepefla_Te _ Bonpocy 27)
25. Ynen_qnno a_ HCHO/Ib3OBaHHe KOMnbmTepa Bam_ BOaMO>KHOCTM O6MeHS, HTH ? (OSBeJmTe hoa-
x o2_y[ ill H_[ OTBeT.)
I. Cyt_eCTBeHHO yBeaHq_InO.
2. HeMHOrO yaenH,4Hno.
3. COBCeM He yBenI4qI_IO.
26. [/[cnonb3yeTe nM B_, Ka_He-nM6o M3 npMBe_eHHhlX HH_Ke KOMnb1oTepHhIX nporpaMM np_4 HaIIHCaHMM
t4 oqbopMnenlaVt HTH ? ( O6se/tHTe KpymEOM no_xoAslKHe OTBeThl.)
1. TeKCTOBbI_ peJlaKTop
2. 1-[porpaMMa OC_OpMneHVla
3. [lporpaMMa [IpoBepKH rpaMMKTHKM H CTHJIfl
4. I-[porpamMa npoBep_ opqborpaqb_M
5. KOMHblOTepHhle CJIOB&pM 14 CHpB_BOMHHKM
6. I-[po_paMMa /lenoBofl I'paqbM_M
7. I]porp&MMa Ha, yqHol_ rpaqbMK_
8. H_CTOJIbHD, B H3_I&TeJIbCKD, H CHCTeME
/Ia He_
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
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27. I_aK BaM npe_cT&BnaeTca Hcnoab3Oaa.HHe B&MM cne/ly_ou._Hx BM2_OB BaeKTpOHHO-HH_OpM&I/MOHh'TdX
TeXHOJIOPHI_ l]pM O6MeHe HTH ?
[/[ H (_)0 p M8./J.H0 HHh] e Tex HO.VlOFIdM
JJ OTO y_e _I aTHM em_JJ _To He He _mem
Hcnoab3ylo He rloab- Hcnonbaylo npe2IcTaaaewan
3ylocb, HO M COMHeB&-
2Ionyc_a_o Iocb B TOM,
Hcnonbaoaa-qTo 6y_Iy
HHe a 6y/ly
llleM
1. 3ByKo3an_cH Ha MarHMTHhlXJIeHT&XMKacceT_x 1
2. KMHOqbM/IbMhl I
3. BHaeoK_cceT,., i
4. HaCTO/IbHa.fl H3/l,&Te.rlbcK&fl CHCTeM& I
5. [_OMIIb1oTepHble KaCCeTI_, _HCKeThl 1
6. _JIeKTpOaHaa noqT& 1
7. _neKTpOHahle 61oaneTeaH 1
8. @AKC _ TE/IEEC I
9. _aeKwpoHnLae 6aahl IIaHHblX 1
10, BHlleo3anncn I<OUqbepentll4fl 1
1 1. TeneTpaHc/Ialll41a KOHqbepeHilVlPi 1
12. Mn_poqbntuM _ MaKpoqbopMea 1
1 3. Jla3epnbJe 3ay_om, le H BH_leo_lnCKM,
aa3epHble ,_llacKvi A.qfl l_OMrlblOTepoB 1
14. _aeKTpOHHO-HHOOpMaL[HOHHble CeT_ 1
]5. _aeKTpOHHO-HHqbOpMaI_HOHHble _loK&$1bHble CeTH 1
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
28. Koraa Bta CTanKHBaeTeCb C TexHHqecI_ofl np06_leMOfl, I_&KOfl Ha npMBe_leHHhlX n_me cnoco6oa e_
pemeH_ Bm _a6_IpaeTe? (O6ae_mTe gpymt<am_ no_xoAnm_e oTBe_r,,L)
l. O6cya_eH_e npo6aeMm c _onneraM_
2. O6cy_/teH_e npo6neMm c BarnUM Henocpe_XCTBeHHhIM pyKoao_lTeneM
3. O6cya<aen_e c O_cnepTaM_ _a B_mefl opra_a_tm_
4. O6cy_aeHae c a_cnepTaMH _3 cTOpOHHHX opraHHa&ttHfl.
,5. O6pattlaeTech _ BHyTpeHHMM TeXHMMeCKHM oTqeT_,M
6. HcnoabayeTe 6_6n_oTeqHue _CTOqHHK_ ( Hanp_iep, MaTep_anm _on-
qbepemtvtfl, COBemaHVt/_, HayqHo-wexHwqeci<_ae z_ypHanm, MOHOFpS._bHM,
py_oao21cTaa _ cnpaaoqn_)
7 14cnoa53yeTe MHqbOpMat_HOHHO-TeXHMqecKMe MCTOLIHMKH, T&KMe K&K:
KOMHbK)TepH3OBaHHhle 68_3bI Aa.HHblX; CHCTeM&TH3HpOBaHHhle H peqbe-
paTHBHhle yl4a3aTe_M MHqbOpMalkMM; KOMIIaKTHhIe JB4CKM C HaHec_HHOfl H&
HMX HHqbOpM&ItHei_ M COBpeMeHHhle cpe/_CTB& 3&IllMThl KOMrlblOTepHI_X nporp_MM
8 O6paLl1&eTec5 3& HOMOILIblO B 6M6nHOTeKM 14I_CHelLM&nMCT&M B O6/IaCTM HTH
9 [/[cnon53yeTe nepcoHanbHhie cnpasoqHO-MHqbopM&UHOHHhle _bos_hI,
SK/ilOM&a MCTOMHMKM HHqbOpMal/MH, KoMnnei<TyeMhle B Bamefl opr&HM3KILI4M
/-[_
1
I
1
1
1
SeT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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29 CymecTsyeT n, 6,Sa,oTeKa Hn, OT_len HTI4 B Bamefi opraH_3aiim4. 9 (O6Be_Te Kpy_oM
rI o.n,x o,_iflmH _ OTBeT.)
]. I-[a, B TOM me 3JlaHI4M, r_le a p&6oT&IO.
2. /]a, no weppHTopHanhnO OTO He 6Jl143KO.
3. HeT. (l'Iepe_IHTe K Bonpocy 33)
30 Ka_ naae_o OT MecTa BaLue_ pa60T_a pacnonomeH_ 6HSnmoTeHa Ha_ oTaea HTI4 Bamefi opra-
Hld3&ll, HH ?
..... KM_OMeTpoB
31 HaCKOabKO na_H0 aae Bac B Bame_ paSoTe nanH_He 5n6nnoTeKH nnn oT_ena HTH B Bame_
Ol)r&HH3aUM_ ? (O6Be_Te OUeHKy.)
CoBceM He naa<no 1 2 3 4 5 OqeHb Ba,_HO
32 CKoabKo npMMepHo pa3 3a nocne_Hze nonpo_a B_ o6pamaa_cb n 5MSnMoTeHy MnM oT_en HTH
Bame_ opF&HM3&RMM ?
..... pa,3.
Caec)yTov4ue ceeOenua 6yc)ym ucnoa_aonan_ 3aa onpec)eaenua cnet_u_uxu mozo,
xah, y_acmoy_om o o6_ene u nornpeSAenuu HTH cne_uaAucmM c paanuunbta_u Auuuocmnbt_u OaBBbt_U
33. Barn noa:
1. My_cKol_ 2. _I'%eHCKI4gl
34. Bame o6pa3oBaH_e:
Cpe_Hee
CpeaHee cne_ManbHoe no cneRMAnbHOCTM ..................
Bmcmee no CHe_MA_BHOCTM ........................
_&H_MAKT MnM _OKTOp ........................ H&yK
_pyroe (Y_a_Te) ............................
3_, _ CTa_ pa6oT_ B O6_&CTM &BMK_MOHH0-KOCMMMecKo_ H&yKM M TeXHMKM: ..... BeT.
36, [_a_oe M3 llpMBeAeHHblX HHYae onpeAeneHM_i H&M/IyqLUMM o6p&3OM oTpa_KaeT Bamy OCHOBHylO npo-
qbeccMoHanbHylO 31esTe2lbHOCTb? (O6seJIMTe TOnBKO OAMH HOMep.)
01 _ccneAoBaTenbcK&a
02 _peno_&B&TeabcK&. (BKnmqa_Mccne_OBaTenBcKym)
03 HpoeKTHO-KOHCTpyKTOpCKaa
04 _pOM_mneHHo-npOM3BOACTBeHHaS
05 TexHMqecKoe o6cny_MBaHMe 060py_OB&HM_
06 MapKeTMHr. C6_T npoAyKUMM
07 A/IMMHMCTpaTMBHO-ynpaBaeHqeCKS/I
08 KOHCyaBTaTMBHK_
09 Apyroe (y_a:_MTe) .............................
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37 BaM_ 6_ao noayqeHo cae21yiomee npoqbeccHonanbHoe oSpaaoBamae: (OTMeTbTe)
l I/l H?t_eHepHO-TeX HHqec KOe
2 YHIaBepcMTeTCKOe
3 ./lpyPoe (yl_an<HTe) ..............................
38. B Bamei_ HaCTOnUle_ paSoxe Bta CqnTaeze ce6n npen_ne Bcero: (OTMeTBTe)
1 HH_eHepOM
2 HayqHblM CoTpyAHHKOM, HCCIIeAOB&TeneM
3 Jlpyroe (yl_az_l_Te) ..............................
30. J:lBnneTecb /I14 Bm qneltoM KaKax-a_5o npoqbecc_ottaamt_x (HHmeHeplnax, tlaynHmx _aH
'vexulaqecl_i_x ) O61UeCTB? (OTMeTbTe)
l. 2__a 2. HeT
_OHO_HHTE_bHBIEBOHPOCBI.
1. XOTIdTe I114 BbI qTO-Jl1460 elJl_ _IO6aBHTb o BOaMOMKHOCT/:IX O6MeHa, H&yqIIO-TeXHMqeCKO_ _-I_OpM&-
ulae_ Me_21y cnel/HaJIHCTaMl4 B O6JI_CTH _tBId&L[MOHHO-KOCMMMeCKOi_ H&yKM M TeXHMRH?
2. _TO e_e MO_eT 6MT5 c_enaHo _n£ yayqmeHH£ 06MeHa HayqHO-TeXHMqecKo_ HH_OpMalIHe_ B
O_CTH _BH_HHOHHO-KOCMHMeCKO_ H_yKM H TeXHHKH_
3. CKOJIG BS.MKH_MH _nB Bac asnH_TCa ny6nHKaUHM B cneuManBHo_ nMTepaType B nepMo_ B_mero
npo_ece_onaasHoro poeTa _ CTaHOBneHMa? (OTMeTSTe)
ConepmenHo He Ba,:_Hlal 1 2 3 4 5 O,_etm _ancata.
4 ]<aKoBo OTHOUJeHMe Bamero pyKOBOACTB& K BalUHM ny6BHKKLIJ4aM B npoqbeccMoHa.JII,HO_ .'IHTep&-
Type ? (OTMeTbTe)
CoBceM He no,a.aep_aeT 1 2 3 4 5 OqeHb noJlJlepnc_cB_eT.
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APPENDIX D
U.S. SURVEY INSTRUMENT
Technical Communications in Aerospace: An International Perspective
An Exploratory Study Conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center
Phase 4 of the Aerospace Knowledge Diffusion Research Project
1. In your work, how important is it for you to communicate (e.g., producing written materials or oral
discussions) technical information effectively? (Circle number)
Very Unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Very Important
2. In the past 6 months, about how many hours did you spend each week communicating technical information?
(output) __ hours per week writing
__ hours per week communicating orally
3. In the past 6 months, about how many hours did you spend each week working with technical information
received from others?
(input) __ hours per week working with written information
__ hours per week receiving information orally
4. Compared to 5 years ago, how has the amount of time you have spent communicating technical information
changed? (Circle number)
1. Increased
2. Stayed the same
3. Decreased
5. As you have advanced professionally, how has the amount of time you have spent working with technical
information received from others changed? (Circle number)
1. Increased
2. Stayed the same
3. Decreased
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6. What percentageof yourwrittentechnicalcommunicationsinvolve:
Writingalone %
Writingwith oneotherperson %
Writingwith agroupof 2to 5persons %
Writingwith agroupof morethan5persons %
100%
--* (If100% alone,skip to question 9.)
7. In general, do you find writing as part of a group more or less productive (i.e., quantity/quality) than
writing alone? (Circle number)
1. A group is less productive than writing alone
2. A group is about as productive as writing alone
3. A groups is more productive than writing alone
4. Difficult to judge; no experience preparing technical information
8. In the past 6 months, did you work with the same group of people when producing written technical
communications? (Circle number)
1. Yes _ About how many people were in the group: number of people
2. No ------, With about how many groups did you work: __
1
About how many people were in each group:
number of groups
number of people
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9. Approximatelyhowmanytimesin thepast6 monthsdid youwriteor preparethefollowingaloneor in a
group?(If in agroup,howmanypeoplewerein eachgroup?)
Timesin Past6 MonthsProduced
Alone In a group
a. Abstracts
b. Journalarticles
c. Conference/Meetingpapers
d. Trade/Promotionalliterature
e. Drawings/Specifications
f. Audio/Visualmaterials
g. Letters
h. Memoranda
i. Technicalproposals
j. Technicalmanuals
k. Computerprogramdocumentation
1.AGARDtechnicalreports
m. U.S.Governmenttechnicalreports
n. In-housetechnicalreports
o. Technicaltalks/Presentations
times times Average No.of people
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10. Approximately how many times in the past 6 months did you use the following?
a. Abstracts
b. Journal articles
c. Conference/Meeting papers
d. Trade/Promotional literature
e. Drawings/Specifications
f. Audio/Visual materials
g. Letters
h. Memoranda
i. Technical proposals
j. Technical manuals
k. Computer program documentation
1. AGARD technical reports
m. U.S. Government technical reports
n. In-house technical reports
o. Technical talks/Presentations
Times used in 6 months
11. What types of technical information do you USE in your present job? (Circle appropriate numbers)
Basic scientific and technical information ..........
Experimental techniques .................
Codes of standards and practices .............
Computer programs ...................
Government rules and regulations .............
In-house technical data .................
Product and performance characteristics ..........
Economic information ..................
Technical specifications .................
Patents .......................
Yes No
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
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12.Whattypesof technicalinformationdoyouPRODUCE (or expect to produce) in your present job? (Circle
appropriate number)
Yes No
Basic scientific and technical information ..........
Experimental techniques .................
Codes of standards and practices .............
Computer programs ...................
Government rules and regulations .............
In-house technical data .................
Product and performance characteristics ..........
Economic information ..................
Technical specifications .................
Patents ........................
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
15. Have you ever taken a course in technical communications/writing? (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Yes, as an undergraduate 7 ----*
2. Yes, after graduation |
3. Yes, both J
4. Presently taking
5. No
1
16. How much did this course help
you to communicate technical information?
(Circle the appropriate number)
1. A lot
2. A little
3. Not at all
17. Do you think that undergraduate aerospace engineering and science students should take a course in
technical communications? (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
If you answered "no" or "don't know" to Question 17, please skip to Question 21. If you answcred "yes"
to Question 17, please continue to Question 18.
18. Do you think a technical communications course for undergraduate aerospace engineering and scicncc
students should be: (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Taken for credit
2. Not taken for credit
3. Don't know
If you answered "not taken" or "don't know" to Question 18, please skip to Question 21. If you answered
'_taken" to Question 18, please answer Question 19.
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19. Do you think the technical communications course should be: (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Taken as part of a required course
2. Taken as part of an elective course
3. Don't know
If you think the technical communications course should be taken as a separate course, please answer
Question 20. Otherwise, please skip to Question 21.
20. Do you think the technical communications course should be: (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Taken as part of an engineering course
2. Taken as a separate course
3. Taken as part of another course
4. Don't know
21. Which of the following principles should be included in an undergraduate technical communications course
for aerospace engineers and scientists? (Circle the appropriate numbers)
Yes No
Defining the purpose of the commumcation ....................
Assessing the needs of the reader ........................
Organizing information
Developing paragraphs (introductions, transitions, and conclusions) .........
Writing sentences
Notetaking and quoting ............................
Editing and revising ..............................
Choosing words (avoiding wordiness, jargon, slang, sexist terms) ..........
Other (specify)
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
22. Which of the following mechanics should be included in an undergraduate technical communications course
for aerospace engineers and scientists? (Circle the appropriate numbers)
Yes No
Abbreviations
................................
Acronyms .................................. 1
Capitalization ................................ 1
Numbers
................................... 1.
Punctuation
................................. 1
References
..................................
Spelling ................................... 1
Symbols ................................... 1
Other (specify)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
SO
23. Which of the following on-the-job skills should be included in an undergraduate technical communications
course for aerospace engineers and scientists? (Circle the appropriate numbers)
Yes No
Abstracts .................................. 1 2
Letters ................................... 1 2
Memoranda ................................. t 2
Technical instructions ............................. 1 2
Journal articles ................................ 1 2
Conference/Meeting papers .......................... 1 2
Literature reviews ............................... 1 2
Technical manuals .............................. 1 2
Newsletter/newspaper articles ......................... 1 2
Oral (technical) presentations ......................... 1 2
Technical specifications ............................ 1 2
Technical reports ............................... 1 2
Use of information sources ........................... 1 2
Other (specify)
24. Do you use computer technology to prepare technical information? (Circle the appropriate number)
1. Always
2. Usually
3. Sometimes
4. Never
If you answered "never" to Question 24, please skip to Question 27, otherwise please answer Question 25.
25. How much computer technology increased your ability to communicate technical information? (Circle the
appropriate number)
1. Yes, a lot
2. Yes, a little
3. No, not really
4. No, not at all
26. Do you use any of the following software to prepare written technical information? (Circle the appropriate
numbers)
Yes No
Word processing ............................... 1
Outliners and prompters ............................ 1
Grammar and style checkers .......................... 1
Spelling checkers ............................... 1
Thesaurus .................................. 1
Business graphics ............................... 1
Scientific graphics ............................... 1
Desktop publishing .............................. 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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27. Howdoyouviewyouruseof thefollowingelectronic/informationtechnologiesin communicatingtechnical
information?(Circletheappropriatenumber)
InformationTechnologies
I don'tuse I don'tuse
I already it, but may it anddoubt
useit in thefuture if I will
Audiotapesandcassettes................ 1
Motionpicturefilm ................... 1
Videotape ....................... 1
Desktop/electronicpublishing .............. 1
Computercassette/cartridgetapes ............ 1
ElectronicMail ..................... 1
Electronicbulletinboards ................ 1
FAXor TELEX .................... 1
Electronicdatabases .................. 1
Videoconferencing................... 1
Teleconferencing.................... 1
Micrographics& microforms............... 1
Laserdisc/videodisc/CD-ROM.............. 1
Electronicnetworks................... 1
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
28.At yourworkplace,doyouuseelectronicnetworksin performingyourpresentduties?
1. Yes
2. No
3. NobecauseI donot haveaccessto electronicnetworks
If youanswered"no" to Question28,pleaseskipto Question34. If youanswered"yes"to Question28,
pleasecontinueto Question29.
29.At yourworkplace,howdoyouaccesselectronicnetworks?
1. By usinga mainframeterminal
2. By usinga personalcomputer
3. By usinga workstation
30.Howimportantis theuseof electronicnetworksto performingyourpresentduties?
VeryUnimportant 1 2 3 4 5 VeryImportant
31.Basedona40-hourworkweek,whatpercentageof yourtimedoyouuseelectronicnetworks?
Percentage of thepastworkweek
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32. Doyouuseelectronicnetworksfor thefollowingpurposes?
Yes No
1. To connect to geographically distant sites
2. For electronic mail
3. For electronic bulletin boards or conferences
4. For electronic file transfer
5. To log into remote computers for such things as computational
analysis or to use design tools
6. To control remote equipment such as laboratory instruments
or machine tools
7. To access/search the library's catalogue
8. To order documents from the library
9. To search electronic data bases (e.g., RECON)
10. For information search and data retrieval
11. To prepare scientific and technical papers which colleagues at
geographically distant sites
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
33. Do you exchange electronic messages or files with:
Yes No
1. Members of your work group
2. Other people in your organization (at the same geographic
site) who are not in your work group
3. Other people in your organization (at a geographically
different site) who are not in your work group
4. People outside of your organization
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
34. How likely would you be to use the following information if it was available in electronic format?
Very
Unlikely
Very
Likely
1. Data tables/mathematical presentations 1
2. Computer program listings 1
3. Online system (with full text and graphics)
for NASA technical papers 1
4. CD-ROM system (with full text and graphics)
for NASA technical reports 1
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
35. Which of the following best explains why you would not be using these materials in electronic format?
1. No/limited computer access
2. Hardware/software incompatibility
3. Prefer printed format
4. Other (specify)
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36. Doesyourorganizationhavea library/technicalinformationcenter?(Circlethe appropriatenumber)
1. Yes,in mybuilding
2. Yes,but not in mybuilding
3. No
Miles
If youanswered"yes"to Question36,pleasecontinueto Question37. If youanswered"no"to Question36,
pleaseskipto Question39.
37. In the pastsix months,abouthowoftendid youuseyourorganization'slibrary/technicalinformation
center?
Numberof timesin past6months
38. In terms of performing your present professional duties, how important is your organization's
library/technical information center? (Circle the appropriate number)
Not at all important 1 2 3 4 5 Very important
39. When faced with solving a technical problem, which of the following sources do you usually consult?
T
Please sequence these items (e.g., #1, #2, #3, #4, #5) or put an X beside the steps you did not use.
Sequence
Used my personal store of technical information, including sources I keep in my office
Spoke with co-workers or people inside by organization
Spoke with colleagues outside my organization
_.___Spoke with a librarian or technical information specialist
Used literature resources (e.g., conference papers, journals, technical reports) found in my
organization's library)
(If you used none of the above steps, check here__..)
These data will be used to determine whether people with different backgrounds have different
technical communication practices.
40. Sex:
1. Female
2. Male
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41. Education:
1. No degree
2. Bachelors
3. Masters
4. Doctorate
5. Other (specify)
42. Years of professional aerospace work experience:
____years
43. Type of organization where you work: (Circle ONLY ONE number)
1. Academic
2. Industrial
3. Not-for-profit
4. Government
5. Other (specify)
44. Which of the following BEST describes your primary professional duties?
01 Research
02 Administration/Mgt
03 Design/Development
04 Teaching/Academic (may include research)
05 Manufacturing/Production
06 Private consultant
07 Service/Maintenance
08 Marketing/Sales
09 Other (specify)
45. Was your academic preparation as an:
1. Engineer
2. Scientist
3. Other (specify)
46. In
1.
2.
3.
your present job, do you consider yourself primarily an:
Engineer
Scientist
Other (specify)
47.
(Circle ONLY ONE number)
Are you a member of a professional (national) engineering, scientific, or technical society?
1. Yes
2. No
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